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ECOYOUTH 

Empowering Youth on Ecological Transition

The ECOYOUTH project gets to the end after two years of

hard work and collaboration experiences. The consortium

met in the coordinator's country, Spain for the official

closure and the goodbye of partners.

Consortium partners discussed during the meeting some

key issues like the sustainability of the project and

possible future collaborations. 

O PORRIÑO - SPAIN

CLOSURE OF THE PROJECT

The ECOYOUTH project was a powerful tool to

raise awareness on the importance of nature

preservation for the future. A great number of

people were involved in the project and the

impact was of a great importance for their

personal development, specially for the younger

ones, that will be the future of the

environment. New projects in the area of

environment including African countries will

be very important to confront climate change.
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The webpage of the ECOYOUTH was designed to be

used as a tool for resources and supporting

materials to work on the area of environmental

sustainability. All partners contributed with

resources, documents and videos to be available

freely. 

The Open Educational Resources

ECOYOUTH webpage
The Good Environmental Practices have been

selected according to the main necessities identified

in the first stage of the project: air, waste and

energy. Each of the partners collected the 3 most

significant GEP in their countries. There are 4

different Multimedia Handbooks, one per country

where the interested public will have the possibility

to check the details of the GEP. 

Good Environmental Practices Handbook

www.ecoyouth.eu

In the section of Products of our website, you can

watch videos made by our project partners for the

aim of the project. Some of them have been starring

by project partners. The idea was to provide

multimedia materials to reach a bigger number of

people.

Videos on environmental protection


